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GREENWOOD
ATV Log Extraction
Lower Cost, Lighter Footprint
by Felipe Sanchez Roman

The best way to promote forest conservation is
to make sustainable natural forest management
the clear choice over other land-use options.
Ten years ago a group of experienced foresters
in the Yucatan Peninsula of México formed a
commercial enterprise, Canan Kax de Quintana
Roo SPR (Sociedad de Producción Rural), to do
precisely that. Our primary goal was to
generate enough income from the sale of
lumber and other wood products to provide a
return on our investment and allow for
sufficient reinvestment. At the same time, it
was essential that we provide an attractive
return for local forest owners. In the end, we
aimed to make the forest estate more valuable,
healthy and productive and to operate in full
compliance with the law.
We bought a 750-hectare (1,853-acre) private
lot that was completely forested. Like most
forests in the region, this one had been
exploited for many years. We began right away
with the silvicultural studies that would help us
design our forest management and harvest
plans. Instead of applying the traditional
harvest criteria of selecting trees with the
greatest diameter, we decided to implement a
plan that would leave us with a forest
structured in seven age groups that would
regenerate completely in 70 years.
We were lucky to have accurate historical
information about the property, which enabled
us to calculate the average annual growth of
our forest and to safely project an annual
allowable cut. We settled on a silvicultural
prescription based on an aggressive initial
harvest that would leave only seed trees. A
second cut, ten years later, would remove the
seed trees. This, in turn would be followed by
five successive thinnings aimed at improving the
quality of the young timber and enhancing the
growing conditions needed to achieve our goals.
To protect forest diversity, we set aside a
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preserve that occupies 10 percent of the total
property. This area contains representatives of
all local soil types and tree species found in our
complete inventory. The species with the
greatest commercial value include bigleaf
mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla), Spanish
cedar (Cedrela odorata), ziricote (Cordia
dodecandra), granadillo (Platymiscium
yucatanum) and guayacán or lignum vitae
(Guaiacum sanctum). These trees have been
most heavily exploited in the past, so we treat
them as untouchable within the preserve; only
dead specimens may be removed.

DOWN-SIZED SKIDDER

A recreational all-terrain vehicle
(ATV) makes a serviceable miniskidder for medium-sized logs on
relatively flat terrain. The lightweight ATV minimizes soil
compaction and requires a forest path less than 40 percent as
wide as a conventional skid road.
Photo by Felipe Sanchez

Low-Impact Skidding
The industrial skidders used in this region are
disproportionately large and expensive to
operate, when you consider the small-diameter
trees and small volumes they typically have to
move. And the skid roads they require cause
excessive damage to the forest. Through trial
and error, we discovered that we can move
sawlogs more efficiently--and with a lot less
damage--from the stump to a small landing,
using a recreational, four-wheel, all-terrain
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vehicle (ATV) and a homemade trailer or logging
arch. This system requires skid trails that
measure only about 1- to 1.2-meters- (40- to 48in.) wide, compared to the typical skid
roads--2.4-meters- (8-ft.) wide and up--that are
cleared for industrial logging.
These narrow trails are well suited to the
specific conditions of our forest and soils. They
are simple forest pathways from which all
obstructing saplings have been cleared, cut
flush with the ground using a chainsaw, machete
or gas-powered, brush-cutter clearing saw. In
laying out our trails, we circumvent obstacles
that might be hard to remove, could cause
problems or be damaged during skidding, such
as rock outcroppings, large trees or specimens
of valuable commercial species that will be left
for future harvests. The trails are easy to clear
by hand and only rarely require the removal of
trees larger than 10 centimeters (4 in.) in
diameter. The lightweight ATVs minimize soil
compaction.

Step 1: Chainsaw Winching
We use a portable winch powered by a Stihl MS
380 chainsaw engine to skid sawlogs from the
stump to the nearest skid trail. We employ
either a Lewis cable winch or a Simpson
capstan-style rope winch for this purpose,
depending on a variety of factors, including the
size of the log and the distance from the skid
trail. Capstan rope winches are less powerful
but they are also less dangerous to operate and
less likely to be damaged if a sawlog suddenly
snags on an obstacle in its path. We have not
yet tried the cones or sleds that are designed to
prevent sudden hang-ups, but we've had success
using a small, homemade logging arch to raise
the front-end of the sawlog off the ground.
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LOGGING ARCH

A homemade logging arch can tow a
substantial log behind an ATV miniskidder, with the forward end
of the stick suspended in the cradle and the aft end dragging
slightly on the ground.
Photos by Felipe Sanchez

Step 2: ATV Skidding

This acts like the keel of a boat to reduce
erratic tracking and it helps brake the speed on
a downhill slope.

Once the sawlog has been winched to the skid
trail, the log is forwarded to the landing (and
the portable sawmill) using an ATV towing either
a conventional flatbed trailer (equipped with a
hand winch to load the log) or a logging arch.
Each has its advantages and disadvantages. The
flatbed trailer ensures that the entire weight of
the log rides on the wheels, and it is stable in
tracking. The logging arch is much easier to load
and more versatile in the length it can skid, but
the arch requires a more experienced operatorin both loading and skidding. In using the
logging arch, we have found it more effective to
allow the trailing end of the log to drag slightly.

We use two rear-wheel-drive ATVs, each with a
typical engine displacement of 350 cubic
centimeters and a standard ball hitch for
attaching the trailer or logging arch. This
system works exceptionally well if the ATVs are
in good condition and require only simple
repairs and field maintenance. We've gotten
several years of good use out of our Yamaha
ATVs, which is important, because the
occasional servicing of major repairs that we've
received from our distributor has been next to
useless. In other words, the brand of ATV is less
important than the availability of parts and
repair.
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ATV skidding with a logging arch can be
accomplished with one person if the skid trails
are clear. Two people may be required when
using a flatbed trailer, especially if the skid
trails are wet or in poor shape. We have yet to
try ATVs with larger engines or four-wheel drive,
so we can't report on their performance. There
are obvious weight and size limitations to this
type of equipment. Our terrain is relatively flat
and the logs range between about 35
centimeters (14 in.) in diameter and 2.5meters- (8-ft.) long-roughly 250 kilograms (550
lbs.)--to as much as 51 centimeters (20 in.) in
diameter and 3.4-meters (11-ft.) long, or about
620 kilograms (1,360 lbs.). Bigger logs or more
rugged terrain would require a farm tractor or
the loads would have to be broken down into a
smaller dimension before skidding.

Costs and Conclusions
Our direct cost of extraction-from the felling of
the trees to the delivery of the sawlogs to the
landing-works out to about $MN 400.00 per
cubic meter or about $MN 2.22 (US $0.22)/
board foot, which is only about ten percent
more than the cost of a conventional skidder.
(And the skidder cost does not cover felling or
the investment in the equipment.) A team of
five workers can fell and skid 1,200 cubic
meters per year if supplied with two chainsaws,
one ATV, two logging arches, one gas-powered
hand winch and a brush-cutter clearing saw. The
total cost of this equipment is about $MN
110,000.00 (US $10,185.00).
This system is still far from ideal. There are a
number of alternatives that have yet to be
tested, which could reduce the unit cost and
increase worker productivity. But each new
improvement represents an additional up-front
investment, which must be weighed against
whatever incremental economic benefits we
expect to follow. Our options are also limited by
the financial (and other) resources available.
There is little information available at the
national level, and even less locally, that would
offer guidance in evaluating alternative
methods of production. National, state and
academic institutions focus their research--and
resources--on matters of little relevance to the
potential applications of technological advances
to natural forest management.
The best sources of information are found
overseas, where machinery is continuously
being developed to improve forest operations
and make them more efficient. This has been
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useful, but our forests are different, which
means we have to adapt every piece of
equipment we import. The risk we undertake
when we modify a machine is a risk we bear
alone, because of the lack of any official
research assistance.
Another obstacle to our progress is the lack of
training, experience and support for these new
technologies in the local market. Except for the
chainsaw, most of the equipment I've
mentioned--ATVs, winches and logging arches--is
new to the region, making its maintenance,
repair and the availability of parts expensive
and unreliable. If a winch is damaged, we have
to use an express-delivery service for shipping
the parts. In combination with import fees and
duties, these "hidden" costs often increase our
landed price to triple the advertised retail
price. What's more, the long delay in awaiting
the arrival of imported parts results in
significant downtime, when the return on our
investment is zero.
Other less obvious but equally daunting factors
contribute to our final cost of production, and
many of these remain beyond our control.
Environmental laws, for example, are
increasingly complex, and the cost of
compliance demands more and more of our time
and scarce financial resources. The same can be
said for taxation, from which there is no
immediate hope of relief. Despite all of these
challenges, we find it rewarding to be on the
"cutting edge" of sustainable forest
management, and the fact that we can

The Canan Kax Skidding System
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Trees to be felled are located and marked.
1- to 1.2-meter- (40- to 48-in.) wide ATV skid trails are opened
within the harvest area, spaced about 100 meters (110 yards)
apart.
Marked trees are felled with a chainsaw and bucked to
appropriate lengths for milling, typically no more than 3.3meters (11-ft.) long. (In our forest, longer logs are not sound.)
Saw logs are hauled to the nearest skid trail using a chainsaw
winch. The longest distance is 50 meters (164 ft.), but the
average winching distance is about 25 meters (82 ft.).
At the skid trail, the log is loaded onto a trailer or hoisted into
a logging arch and then transported by an ATV to a landing.
Milling takes place at the forward landing using a portable
sawmill.
Sawn lumber is carefully stacked and stickered at the forward
landing.
Lumber is hauled by ATV or truck to the main storage yard for
further drying.
Lumber is hauled by truck from the storage yard to its final
destination.
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accomplish our work within the cost parameters
described above makes it possible for us to
continue using--and improving--this innovative
system. ▼
Felipe Sanchez Roman is president of Canan Kax of
Quintana Roo, SPR, which is dedicated to the
management of 850 forested hectares (2,100
acres) in Felipe Carrillo Puerto, México. He has
been involved with the sustainable management of
local forests since 1984.
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